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ABSTRACT:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To obtain a subs trate transfer system in which efficiency
of subst rate transfer processing is enhanced while prevent ing the substrate
from being shi f ted

.

SOLUTION: A drive control means C controls a drive means R based on the control
conditions of transfer speed and transfer acceleration^ being set for respective
chambers PCI, PC2 , PC3 to move a substrate holding means T holding a substrate
W thus transferring the substrate W with respect to a chamber. Consequently,
the subs trate W is prevented from being shifted by setting a transfer speed and
a transfer acceleration causing no shift of tKe " s'uB¥trate W. Furthermore, the
t i me~"requ i red for Yr^ns f e"r~~pifoc ess'irig' can Be shortened" by setting the transfer
speeH~

_
and the transfer acceleration within a range causing no shift of the
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the substrate transport device

which performs conveyance processing of a substrate to two or more chambers in semiconductor

fabrication machines and equipment equipped with two or more chambers.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In order to perform two or more predetermined processings to the

substrate of processing objects, such as a semiconductor wafer and a glass substrate, semiconductor

fabrication machines and equipment are equipped with two or more chambers, and there is a thing to

which conveyance processing of the substrate between each chamber is made to perform by the

substrate transport device in them. Such semiconductor fabrication machines and equipment are

explained with reference to some equipments concerned shown in drawing 3 . These semiconductor

fabrication machines and equipment are equipped with the substrate transport device J which performs

conveyance processing of the substrate between process the chambers PC1-PC3 which perform

predetermined processing to a substrate.

[0003] The process chambers PC1-PC3 are the chambers which perform mutually different processing,

and the configurations of a chamber differ. By performing the substrate maintenance means T, rotation,

and flexible operation which carry out installation maintenance of the substrate, the substrate transport

device J is equipped with the driving means R to which the substrate maintenance means T is moved,

and is performing the carrying-in processing and taking-out processing of a substrate to each chamber

based on the same bearer rate and conveyance acceleration which were set up beforehand.

[0004] For example, when carrying in a substrate to the process chamber PC 1, a substrate maintenance

means T by which driving means R carried out installation maintenance of the substrate by the rotation

and extension operation based on the aforementioned setup is moved into the process chamber PC 1, and

the substrate which the substrate maintenance means T holds in a predetermined substrate installation

position is made to lay. Subsequently, driving means R move the substrate maintenance means T out of

the process chamber PC 1 by contraction operation based on the aforementioned setup.

[0005] On the other hand, when taking out a substrate from the process chamber PC 1 , driving means R
make it move into the process chamber PC 1 , and make the substrate of a predetermined substrate

installation position lay in the substrate maintenance means T by the rotation and extension operation

based on the aforementioned setup. Subsequently, driving means R move the substrate maintenance

means T which carried out installation maintenance of the substrate out of the process chamber PC 1 by

contraction operation based on the aforementioned setup, and the above beforehand set up also to other

chambers » conveyance processing of a substrate is performed based on the same bearer rate and

conveyance acceleration In addition, when the driving gear R consists of two or more mechanisms
(shaft), the speed and acceleration for every shaft may be set up as the above-mentioned bearer rate and

above-mentioned conveyance acceleration.

[0006] In addition, in invention indicated by JP,7-307373,A, raising the processing efficiency of
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conveyance processing is indicated by by changing speed and acceleration by whether the wafer is held

or not in conveyance processing of a wafer (substrate).

[0007]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] With semiconductor fabrication machines and equipment, to

shorten the time which conveyance processing of a substrate takes and to raise processing efficiency is

desired, for this reason, by the above-mentioned substrate transport device, it is quick in a bearer rate

and enlarging conveyance acceleration is performed.

[0008] However, it sets to the above-mentioned conventional substrate transport device. Vibration given

to a substrate maintenance means becomes large, so that the length which a driving gear elongates

becomes long. The inclination for the influence which it has on the substrate of a substrate maintenance

means to become large has vibration, so that conveyance acceleration becomes [ a bearer rate ] quick

greatly. In the conveyance processing to the chamber which needs the longest extension operation by the

driving gear, the bearer rate and conveyance acceleration at the time of the substrate maintenance means
holding the substrate must be what can prevent the situations, such as a gap of a substrate and defluxion

of a substrate, and there was a limit also in shortening of time.

[0009] Then, this invention was made in view of the conventional situation, and it aims at offering the

substrate transport device which can improve the processing efficiency of substrate conveyance

processing further while it prevents a gap of a substrate in conveyance processing.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, this invention was
made paying attention to the bearer rate and conveyance acceleration which a gap of a substrate

generates for every chamber for conveyance differing from each other, sets up one [ at least ] control

condition of the bearer rate in conveyance processing, and conveyance acceleration for every chamber,

and performs conveyance processing to each chamber based on the control condition concerned.

[001 1] In the substrate transport device to which the substrate transport device concerning this invention

performs conveyance processing of a substrate to two or more chambers A substrate maintenance means
to convey by holding a substrate, and the driving means which move a substrate maintenance means and

make the substrate to a chamber convey. It is characterized by having the drive control means which
control movement of the substrate maintenance means by driving means for every chamber based on
one [ at least ] control condition of the bearer rate set up for every chamber, and conveyance

acceleration.

[0012] Drive control means control movement of the substrate maintenance means by driving means
based on one [ at least ] control condition of the bearer rate set up for every chamber, and conveyance

acceleration, and make the substrate to a chamber convey in the above-mentioned substrate transport

device. Therefore, generating of a gap of a substrate can be prevented by setting up one [ at least
]

control condition of the bearer rate which a gap of a substrate does not generate for every chamber, and

conveyance acceleration. Moreover, within limits which a gap of a substrate does not generate for every

chamber, it is quick in a bearer rate and the time concerning conveyance processing can be shortened by

setting up conveyance acceleration greatlv.

[0013]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Some semiconductor fabrication machines and equipment equipped

with the substrate transport device concerning one example of this invention are explained with

reference to drawing 1 . In addition, the same number is given to the same portion as the conventional

example. The substrate transport device K is equipped with the drive control means C which control

driving means R based on the control condition of the memory M holding the control condition of the

speed which specifies operation of the driving means R and driving means R to which the substrate

maintenance means T which carries out installation maintenance of the substrate, and the substrate

maintenance means T are moved, and acceleration, and Memory M.
[0014] Driving means R have composition equipped with two or more shafts, when each shaft ****,

perform operation, such as extension, contraction, and rotation, and move the substrate maintenance

means T. Memory M holds as a table the control condition of the speed made to correspond to the
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situation of operation by driving means R, and acceleration, as shown in drawing 2 , and it divides and

holds the control condition of speed and acceleration for every shaft of driving means R in this example.

[0015] For example, the initial speed at the time of usually moving driving means R by making

acceleration (deceleration) of driving means R into "speed 1", The 1st adjustment speed of the event of

conveying a substrate while detecting the foreign matter in a process chamber is made into "speed 2."

Speed of a certain event which performs operation with the shaft 1 of driving means R - a shaft 4, and

the 2nd adjustment speed of a certain event which performs operation with the shaft 5 and shaft 6 of

driving means R are made into "speed 3." Speed when the substrate maintenance means T does not hold

the substrate is made into "speed 4." The bearer rate which does not produce a gap of a substrate when
the substrate maintenance means T holds the substrate in operation to the process chamber PC 1 is made
into "speed 5." The bearer rate which does not produce a gap of a substrate when the substrate

maintenance means T holds the substrate in operation to the process chamber PC 2 is made into "speed

6." When the substrate maintenance means T holds the substrate in operation to the process chamber PC
2, the bearer rate which does not produce a gap of a substrate is held as "a speed 7." the speed when not

holding the substrate here - the speed in the case of holding the substrate as "a speed 4" -- the thing

quicker than "speed 5", "speed 6", and "speed 7" is set up

[0016] In addition, even if it is two or more events, when speed is the same, the storage efficiency of

Memory M can be raised by collecting into the same entry like the above-mentioned "speed 2."

Moreover, when the shaft which operates in a certain event, and the shaft which operates in other events

of a certain do not lap, the storage efficiency of Memory M can be improved by collecting into the same
entry like the above-mentioned "speed 3."

[0017] In addition, the table shown in drawing 2 is displayed on display (not shown), such as a display

unit, and an operator can make it possible to set information to Memory M from input meanses ( not

shown), such as a keyboard.

[0018] According to the situation of operating driving means R, from Memory M, the drive control

means C take out the speed and acceleration corresponding to the situation concerned, and control each

shaft of driving means R according to the speed and acceleration which were taken out. For example,

when carrying in a substrate to the process chamber PC 1, "speed 1 " and "speed 5" are taken out from

Memory M, the taken-out "speed 1" concerned is made into conveyance acceleration, and each shaft of

driving means R is controlled by making "speed 5" into a bearer rate.

[0019] Next, the substrate currently laid in the process chamber PC 1 in operation of the above-

mentioned substrate transport device K is explained taking the case of the case where it conveys to the

process chamber PC 3. first, the drive control means C — substrate a non-held speed from Memory M —
"speed 4" and acceleration - "speed 1" is taken out, "speed 4" and "speed 1" concerned are followed, a

substrate maintenance means T by which rotate and expand driving means R and the substrate is not

held is moved into the process chamber PC 1, and the substrate of a predetermined substrate installation

position is made to lay in the substrate maintenance means T subsequently, the bearer rate [ as opposed

to the process chamber PC 1 from Memory M in the drive control means C ] of a substrate - "speed 5"

is taken out, driving means R are shrunk according to "speed 5" and "speed 1" concerned, and the

substrate maintenance means T is moved out of the process chamber PC 1

[0020] next, a substrate bearer rate [ as opposed to the process chamber PC 3 from Memory M in the

drive control means C ]
~ "speed 7" is taken out, "speed 7" and "speed 1" concerned are followed,

driving means R are rotated and expanded, the substrate maintenance means T is moved into the process

chamber PC 3, and the substrate which the substrate maintenance means T holds is made to lay in a

predetermined substrate installation position Subsequently, the drive control means C take out substrate

non-held speed" speed 4" from Memory M. shrink driving means R according to "speed 4" and "speed
1
" concerned, and move the substrate maintenance means T out of the process chamber PC 3.

[0021] Thus, since conveyance of a substrate is performed according to the bearer rate for every [ w hich

does not produce a gap of a substrate ] chamber at the time of operation by the driving means R for each

chamber when the substrate maintenance means T holds the substrate, it can prevent that a gap of a
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substrate occurs. Moreover, the more it makes it quick in the range in which a gap of a substrate does

not generate the bearer rate for every chamber, the more the conveyance processing time can be

shortened. Moreover, when the substrate is not being conveyed, the time of conveyance processing can

be shortened further to write speed quickly rather than the case where the substrate is held.

[0022] In addition, since the time of conveyance processing can be shortened when performing

conveyance processing for example, to the process chamber which performs high temperature

processing, the heating value taken from the chamber concerned during conveyance processing can be

stopped, and the temperature control to the chamber concerned can be made easy.

[0023] In addition, in the above-mentioned example, although conveyance acceleration was made the

same also in the conveyance processing to which chamber, if conveyance acceleration is set up for every

chamber, while preventing a gap of the substrate in the conveyance processing to each chamber more
effectively, the time of conveyance processing can be shortened. Moreover, since it can be made larger

than the conveyance acceleration in the case of holding the substrate, the acceleration when not holding

the substrate can shorten the time of conveyance processing more, if the acceleration when not holding

the substrate is set up more greatly than the case where the substrate is held.

[0024] In addition, although the conveyance processing time was more effectively shortened in the

above-mentioned example by making speed when not holding the substrate quicker than the bearer rate

in the case of holding the substrate, it is not concerned with whether the substrate is held or not, but

when it is set up for every chamber, having used speed as the same, the time of conveyance processing

can be shortened.

[0025] In addition, what is necessary is to set up the control condition of only conveyance acceleration

for every chamber, to be made to control based on the control condition concerned, and just to control in

short based on one [ at least ] control condition of the bearer rate set up for every chamber, and

conveyance acceleration, although it was made to control driving means by the above-mentioned

example based on the control condition of both the bearer rate set up for every chamber, and conveyance
acceleration.

[0026]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, in order to set up one [ at least ] control condition of a

bearer rate and conveyance acceleration for every chamber and to convey a substrate based on the

control condition concerned, while being able to prevent the situation w here a gap of a substrate occurs,

in the conveyance processing to each chamber, the time which conveyance processing takes can be

shortened by the substrate transport device concerning this invention.

[Translation done.]
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